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I can report 0 y
with absolute certainty that
Dr. Dix didn't ear a thing from this entire
experience.
He always conside red Williamson either
insane or a scoundrel and conti nued to maintain that
nothing but basic justice was accomplished by that
man's imprisonment and death.
Dix's ministry was
car 7ied,out in the sam~ heavy-handed and miserly manner
untll hls eventual retlrement.
The Rev. Dr. Morgan Dix
died in 1908 unchanged in any way.
He also died
unremembered for any positive contribution whatsoever
to the welfare or worth of mankind. On the other hand,
the name of Edward Fairfax Williamson curiously lives
on, c ele brated for his odd achievements in the annals
of life and literature.
I'm sure that, after tonight,
all of you will never forget this small time crook who,
using the methods of Hook, played his hoaxter's tricks
on Dr. Dix.

THE GRANDSON OF ANNA KATHARINA IUPPENLATZ
November 13, 2000

Walter E. Langsam

Good evening
[INTRODUCTION TO THE INTRODUCTION]

Several years ago I delivered a paper, or rather a
one-man "budget," called "Seven Tales of Passionate
Renunciation."
I would like to start this evening with
another tale of passionate renunciation - or rather,
perhaps, divided loyalties, as so many of those stories
also seemed to be. I discovered this episode only a few
days ago in a short "History of the Verney Family" at
the end of a wp-ll-written guide to Claydon House in
Buckinghamshire , England.
The brochure was published
by the estate's current owners and interpreters, the
British Nati onal Trus t for Places of Historic Interest
or Natural Beauty, as it is now called.
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I visited Claydon Hous e d r ' _g ,:_e :irs "Stately
Homes Tour" of English cas tles , c U-l~ry . 0 ses, and
garde ns that I l e d in Sept ember _ 99 , ~~e s-opped there
as an unexpected bonus, but Cl a yd n ~ rned 0 t to be
the hit of the tour, above a ll f r iLS ex - raordinary
suite of late 18 th -century rooms dec raLeo a d carved
by an apparent madman, Luke Lig t :
L, each room in a
different style:
Palladian, Rococo , " ot.hick ," and,
most startlingly and spectacu lar y,
h ' ese,
Claydon
House itself is now but the fas ci ac ' ~g s- ump of a
grandiose mansion built as an ext e sio to an older ,
Jacobean house,
It was that olde r ho se that was owned
and occupied during the first half of the previous,
17th century by the subj ec t of this tale, Sir Edmund
Verney.
This was the period of t he imp ending English
civil War, when the very authority of the King, Charles
I, and eventually his life, we re under atta c k by the
Parliamentari an Puritan forc es led by Oliver Cromwell.
The sad yet inspiring episode that follows occurred in
the early 164 0s when, as dur ing our own Civil War,
families and even individuals were split apart by their
allegiances and consciences.
I shall quote, with
emendations, from the Nati onal Trust brochure:
II Sir
Edmund was probably the most distinguished of
the Verneys.
Having joine d the household of Henry,
Prince of Wal e s [the early patron of the great
architect Inigo Jones, in the early decades of the 17th
century], [Si r Edmund] was transferred on the Prince's
premature d e ath to [the household] of his younger
brother, who on his succession t o the throne [as King
Charles I], made [Sir Edmund Verney] Knight-Marshal of
the Palace.

"[Verney] was a truly tragic and noble figu re , a
martyr to political circumstance. A stalwart
Protestant.
.he was convinced when the Civil Wa r
broke out of the justice of the Parliament's [or
Puritan] cause. Yet he remained consistently loyal to
the King.
'I have eaten his bread,' he wrote, 'served
him for nearly thirty years, and I will not do so base
a thing as to forsake him, but choose rather to lose my
life (which I am sure I shall dol to preserve and
def e nd those things which are against my conscience to
pres erve and defend .'
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"Having been made standard-bearer, [Verney]
followed his royal ma ster to Scotland. As he foretold,
this gallant kn ight was eventually to lose his life in
battle. When the smoke had cleared from the field of
Edgehill not a trace of his body was found except his
severed hand, sti ll firmly grasping the royal
standard. II [End of quote.]
This anecdote has, I admit, nothing directly to do
wi t h the ensuing paper , except insof ar as it is I am
quoting, if not defe nding, the wrong party, not the
intended subject of t hi s paper; a l though I shall revert
to the severed hand:
an equivalent of that gory detail
will serve as my coda , La use a mu sical metaphor.
Indeed, the structure of this whole paper reminds me of
a work for two pianos by t e early 20 th - century French
composer and wit Erik Satie.
Hi s mo st famous (and
perhaps most familiar) co. e t wa s made to Debussy
after he heard the firs t performance of the latter's
orchestral work, "Lar Mer. " Referring to the first
movement subtitled "fro
awn to noon on the sea,"
Satie slyly remarked "T e part I enjoyed most was that
little section at a quar er
e even." It may have
been Debussy's revenge t
-e __ Sati e that his music was
very interesting but lacke' =orm.
Satie thereupon
wrote his "Three Pieces i .. ~ne Form of a Pear," which
actually has four or s ix pay~s , depending on how you
count them!
[INTRODUCTION TO THE BODY
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PAP ER]

Those of you who have yead , or dipped into, my
1997 book Great Houses of - ~e y~ee Ci ty, or heard me
lecture on many aspects of .e ay hit ecture and
architects of Cincinnati and .·c~::::.ern Kentucky, are
probably aware that I seem t
a~~ on a perpetual
vendetta against the area's bes:::- ~"own lat e 19 th _
century architect, Samuel Hanna: ~d , i n favor of his
contemporary and rival, James W. .~c:"a ghlin.
Both
architects admittedly made sig n ' :~ a.
contributions to
the built environment of this c i . , b t Hannaford's are
better known, sometimes to the ex c:~sio n of other
architects (but particularly Mc La ·g:._in) who deserve,
in my opinion, comparable apprec ' a -_
and attention.
As an architect~ral historian a nd his~ o ric preservation
consultant, I flnd myself repeat ed
having to insist
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that a given structure may not hav e been de signed by
Hannaford, but is still handsome, beauti f u l, important,
innovative, representative, or valuab l e in ot her
respects; only to sense disappointmen t t hat I have not
identified the building as designed b y The Ma ster.
There are several obvious reasons for t hi s e rroneous,
or at least lop-sided, perception of Hannaford and his
long-lived firm:
(1)
The accidents of survival have left us most
of the Hannaford firm's major works, including
Cincinnati ' s Music Hall, City Hall, and Memo rial Hall,
in or near the Downtown area.
On the other hand, many
of McLaughlin's finest and most conspicuous buildings
have perished or been irretrievably altered.
For
instance, the original wings McLaughlin designed for
the Cincinnati Art Museum and the Art Academy of
Cincinnati no longer convey their once admirable and
innovative appearance:
the original Art Museum is
almost totally buried under later additions (except for
the fortunate recent rediscovery of his original
RuL uw.1ct UL GLectL Hctll);

dW.1 Lhe even mULe !ldudsome Art

Academy wing were later truncated, although we can hope
that the Museum, under its current director, Timothy
Rub, will be able to restore the top - floor clerestory
and the spectacular red-tile-roofed half-dome that
completed its western end, now that the Art Academy is
moving elsewhere.
(2)
The Hannafords seem to have been experts at
promoting themselves and their works, appearing in most
Cincinnati biographical sources whether or not other
architectural firms were included.
Typically, several
highly illustrated local promotional sources from the
late 19 th and early 20 th centuries give the name of
Hannaford & Sons in a caption underneath each
photograph of their works, while oth~r Rtructures are
unidentified by architect. Of course, far from
objecting to the presence of the Hannafords'
attributions, I wish all sources on buildings mentioned
their architects' names:
I deplore the almost
Ubiquitous lack of references to architects i~
,
newspaper articles nowadays, even when the bUlld~ng is
the main subject!
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(3)
Another reas on for the renown of the
IIannaford firm j s its longevity.
It was founded by
Samuel Hannaford and his first partne r, Edwin Anderson,
about 1857; was cont inued by two of his sons, Harvey E.
and Charles E. Hannaf ord, who became official partners
in Samuel Hannaford & Sons i n 1887 ; and was carried on
under the same name by several successo rs, until the
firm was closed in the 1960s by Thomas Landise.
Although James Gilmore joined J ames W. McLaughlin early
in the 20 th century, t heir partnership did not last
long, and McLaughlin had no sons who were able to
succ ee d him, although a grandson , George McLaughlin,
has been an important architect and designer in the
Washington D.C. area for much of the 20 th century.

Since James McLaugh in' s Account Book - the only
known virtually compl ete record of a 19 th -century
Cincinnati architect's co issions - was my father's
last Christmas gift t o me (or was that membership in
the Literary Club?), I a naturally p rejudiced in
.
McLaughlin's favor. And there are plenty of authentlc
grounds for conside ring his the more innova tive work,
which I shall not present here. And, even while trying
to redress the balance in the Hannafords' favor, I have
to insist that most of their work is derivative
stylist i cally and lacks struct ural or other
technological innova tio ; even though, as a PostModerni st s i nce long before there was such a
designation, I certain ly cannot claim that innovation
is the only or even the
st valid criterion for a
building's significance.
I used to cite the
93 Phoenix Club building on
the southeast corner of 8 t and Race Streets as the
quintessential example of
e Hannafords' work because
it has a simple form - v irt a ly the most basic, a cube
- delicately encrusted wi t exqui site ornament in a
monochromatic harmony of beige stone , burnt-orange
Roman b r ick, and matching terra 0 ta tile.
Then I
discovered accidentally tha t
e de sign of the Phoenix
Club here is an exact copy of
e fo rmer Calumet Club
in Chicago, in its second ve rsi
de signed by Charles
Frost after a fire in the ear ly _890 s! No doubt the
clients - the Phoenix was one
che first private
Jewish men's clubs in the Unit ed Sta tes - appreciated
the architectural association wi h the elite Chicago
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institution, but, whatever the incention, the Hannaford
design was an overt copy, what might be calle d nowadays
a "rip-off."
(4)
Having got that off my chest, let me mention
one final reason for my resentment of Samuel Hannaford:
his extremely conservative, even reactionary, writings
on architecture. After his virtual retirement from his
firm at the turn of the century, Hannaford became the
editor of The Western Architect & Builder, a weekly
architectural periodical published in Cincinnati from
the 1880s until the 1930s, that dealt prima r ily with
local issues and buildings.
Tragically, only a few
individual issues are known to have survived, except
for six complete bound volumes in the Science and
Technology section of the Public Library of Cincinnati
and Hamilton County.
These volumes appear to have been
donated by Samuel Hannaford's office after his death in
January 1911. Scholars and historic preservationists
are indeed exceedingly grateful to the firm for saving
this invaluable record of Cincinnati's architectural
activity from 1905 through 1910, although it is
unfortunate that someone inadvertently supplied the
library with two copies of the volume for 1905 and
omitted 1906 altogether!
In any case, Hannaford's
written editorial contributions to the Western
Architect & Builder show him to have been seriously
behind the times in old age, totally resistant to such
new and even inevitable developments as the use of
concrete, unionization, and even some large - scale civic
improvements.
Interestingly, the tone of the
periodical's editorials becomes gradually more
progressive shortly before Hannaford's death, as if he
were finally lettinq loose the reins to a younger
generation.
But it was another essay by Samuel Hannaford from
the early 20 th century that most raised my hackles when
I discovered it in John Shotwell's well-illustrated
1902 book, The Schools of Cincinnati.
In this essay, a
useful, if jaundiced, account of Cincinnati's 19 th century public school architecture, Hannaford attacks
the great late 19 th -century school buildings designed
by Henry E. Siter. Hannaford's assault on Siter's
magnificent Richardsonian Romanesque-style schools was
obviously politically and professionally motivated;
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for, although close to George ("Boss") Cox and his
corrupt control of city government, Hannaford's firm
received no commissions for public schools during the
1880s and '90s.
Ironically, perhaps, I will now use Hannaford's
1902 article as the starting point for a discussion of
Cin~in~ati'~ school architecture from the system's
beglnnlngs ln the early 19th century until the turn of
~he last , century.
H~nnaford actually provides a very
lnterestlng perspectlve, from the standpoint of an
architect, on this cross - section of a Victorian
architectural type.
His writing style, although
opinionated -- or perhaps because it is opinionated- - is
succinct and vivid, and he contributes in the essay in
Shotwell's history some of the earliest criticism of
our area's architectural development.
I hav e to admit here that the history of
Cincinnati' s public school architecture is also the
topic of an essay I am concurrently writing for a book
of Robe r t Fl ischel's superb photographs of
archite c t ural and artistic details in Cincinnati's
surviving o l der public school buildings.
Flischel's
publication was partly stimulated by the revival of the
Art League o f Cincinnati, an early 20 th - century
organizat ion tha t inspired generations of school pupils
to contribu te thei r small offerings for the acquisition
of individual work s o f art and artistic accessories
such as water- foun ta i ns, often by Rookwood Pottery, to
the educationa l struct ures in which they spent so much
time.
For this public ation, scheduled for next Spring,
the Art Museum's As sistant Director and Curator of
Decorative Arts, Anita Ellis, has provided an article
on Rookwood cerami c tilework in the schools, and I am
supplying one on t heir ar chitecture, styles, and
architects.
This paper f or the Cl ub is based, however, on my
earlier, 1997 attempt to wr ite a comprehensive
introduction to an His tor ' c Architecture Inventory of
Cincinnati's heritage of exi sting public school
buildings: an inventory that , I may say, should prove
very useful now that the Tax Levy for schools has just
passed.
The final volume of "Excerpts" from that
inventory of all Cincinnat i' s public school b u ildings
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still being us ed as schools w~s ~rod~ced by the
.
Cincinnati Preservation Assoc~atl on ~n 199~ und~r ~ts
able director, Beth sullebarger, the charmlng wlfe of
Club member Dave Edmundson, as you probabl ~ know.
.
There was no room, however, to include my lntroduc tlon
in the 1998 publication, and my text was theref~r7
never completed or edited. As a result, I am glvlng
you today the first: public presentation of a few
sections of it, beginning with a new introductory
paragraph I am rather proud of, as well as several
asides.
What I discovered when I returned to my extensive
draft for this history of Cincinnati's public school
architecture, was that I had organized it partially
around Hannaford's 1902 essay on the same subject!
So
here are a selection of his comments, supplemented and
(xmnt:ered by some of my own.
I shall not indicate
short quote phrases in reading this paper, although
they are marked appropriately in the text.
I wish I
could claim that the difference between my writing and
Shotwell's and his authors' Late Victorian prose should
be immediately evident, but that's probably not the
case!
[CINCINNATI'S SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE BEFORE 1900]
School buildings, especially public schools,
reflect a community's commitment to education, as well
as the community's conscious or unconscious attitudes
on social, patriotic, democratic, intellectual, and
many other issues and ideals.
The architecture of
school buildings embodies the values and meanings of
education in given communities at the specific times
when they were designed and built, as well as altered
and enlarged. School boards and administrators,
teachers, parents and sometimes the students
themselves, architects, builders, and craftspeople all
share in the process of creating a school building. We
can "read " in a school's architectural scale and
materials, constituent parts, style, and symbolic
elements, the values that led a community to build it.
Changing style reflect changing values, yet, as a
series, school buildings like those of Cincinnati from
the mid-19 th century to the present, represent a cross-
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section of the cumu lative history of a c ity and its
neighborhoods.
Hannaford b e g ins his 190 2 essay on th e d e velopment
o f the 19 th -century schools i n this expanding
Metropolis of the We s t, "F rom a strictly [artistic]
p o int of view there is little t o be said regarding the
archi te cture of t he school b uildings of Cincinnati"!
He accepts the ea r l iest sc hools, from about 1835 until
shortly b e fore the Civil War, as plain but serviceable,
economic, well li t and ventilated, with sufficiently
flexibl e interi or spaces .
"In their external
appearance thes e h o uses were of the classi c al st yJe,
but very simple, withou t ornamentation, in good
proportion, and t hey had Lhe merit of declaring their
purpose - they looked li ke school-~ouses." An early
e ngrav ing shows t h e m to have been ln a vernacular Greek
Re vival style, t o use o ur pres e nt terminology, with
r estrained pilas ters art iculating the surfaces, and a
c upola or tower o v e r o ne gable end.
Ha nnaford a l s o a d mi t s admiration for the two early
1 85 0s high scho ol buil d i ng s, with good reason.
The
or igi n al Hughes Hi gh Schoo l, on the south side of Fifth
Street near Mound S tr eet i n the West End (the site is
n o w b u ried unde r t he hi ghway system) was designed by
John B . Earnshaw , a e mber of a local dynasty of
e ngine e rs and s urv e yor s.
Completed in 1853, Hughes
wa s, ac cording t o Han afo rd , "a pleasing st r uctu r e, in
the Gothic styl e , a d was a creditable arch i tectural
effort. II The or igi a Hughe s High School building was
a simple verti c a l b ck i n the Tudor version of the
mi d - 1 9 th -century Gothic Re v i val style, with pinnacles
and t urrets that enlivene d t he roof - line.
An ea r ly
engraving of it ef f e ct ' ve ly contrasts the verticality
and slenderness o f
e o ri ginal Hughes with an adjacent
Greek Revival hous ei t e l atter's basically cubic form
was reinforced by a c bic monitor or cupola centered on
the low hipped roof, creat ing a heavy, s t oli d masse
skyline compared to t he d e licate, s ky - pierci n g outline
of the Gothic Reviva l school building.
Having praised t h e o riginal Hughes, however,
Hannaford typi cally t a k es t he opport unity t o de plore an
1880s addition t o Earnshaw'S original Hughe s High
Sc hool . This wa s probably designed by Edwin Buddemeyer,
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who apparently attempted to relate the large new wing
to the original by means of quaint "crow-step" gables,
perhaps a tribute to the Jacobean phase of post-Tudor
architecture.
Hannaford states that "It is impossible
to conceive of a more homely fayade than the addition,
and the memories of the original building are fast
fading away." This was written just before the
competjtion for the new Hughes High School, the front
block of the present structure - also in the Tudor
Revival style, but a more sophisticated early 20th_
century "Collegiate" version - in Clifton.
The second Woodward High School was completed in
Like the first, 1831 building, it was located
near Sycamore between 13 th and 14th Streets in Over-the Rhine, on approximately the site of the present School
for Creative and Performing Arts, which was built as
the new Woodward in the early 20 th century to replace
the 1854 building and its several additions.
The
architect of the Gothic Revival Woodward was John R.
Hamilton, who was born (like Hannaford) in England, but
also was trained and practiced there, apparently
successfully, before emigrating to Cincinnati in the
early 1850s.
In his 1902 essay, Hannaford describ~d
his mentor Hamilton as "an architect of marked ability
The design [of Woodward] was true and pure in
its details, and consistently carried out."
Nevertheless, Hannaford goes on to deplore Hamilton's
innovative use of terracotta instead of stone for the
"architectural features," even though Hamilton "had
traveled extensively over Italy, and knew of its almost
universal use in Northern Italy"; exactly what we most
admire about Hamilton's work. Apparently, however, the
lack of experience in the manufacture of architectural
Lerracotta soon led to its disintegration, so that it
was replaced at Woodward with stone. Hannaford
concludes his discussion charitably, "It will be seen
tha~ the two high school buildings were erected under
liberal auspices and with some regard to the
educational advan~ages of good architecture."
1854.

Hannaford was not happy, however, about the next
generation of school buildings, beginning with those
supposedly designed by John McCammon, who was appointed
superintendent of schools about 1858.
"Having an
elementary knowledge of architectural drawing,
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[McCammon] was called upon to prepare the necessary
drawings, etc., for the proposed ne w school-houses. At
that time the Board of Education , either from a lack of
the proper conception of the value of professional
services in connection with its representative
buildings, and also the advantages of good
architecture, or from absolute poverty, established a
precedent that has been followed substantially to the
present time [1902J i and the remuneration that has been
dolRd out for architectural services has been niggardly
in the extreme, and it is but fair to say that up Lo
within a few years past the several buildings erected
have been utterly devoid of architectural merit."
Samuel Hannaford certainly had a talent for invective,
no doubt stimulated here by the fact that the Hannaford
firm apparently had the opportunity to design onl~ two
or three of the post-Civil War schools, and none 1n the
1880s and '90s, the period whose schools were attacke d
most aggressively by Hannaford.
Hannaford begins his discussion of this next phase
of Cincinnati school building, by grudgingly admitting
that "For the last few years the public school
buildings have been creditable specimens of
architectural e ffort." He recognizes their inspiration
in the work of the great Boston architect Henry Hobson
Richardson, "of which the b u ilding of the Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce i s a fine exponent." Nevertheless,
Hannaford proceeds to undercut every distinctive aspect
of Cincinnat i's Richardsonian Romanesque school
buildings.
In fact, it is these Richardsonian school
buildings that are now among the most admired as both
architectural specimens and neighborhood landmarks,
even though several of them have recently been
demolished or neglected, and others now lie vacant.
The "genera tion" of Cincinnati school buildings,
from the late 1~8 0s through the 1890s, was largely the
work of Henry Slter, known professionall y as H.E.
Biter. He ~as born in Phi ladelphia in 1851, but was
bro ught up In Newpor , Rhode Island, a once-rich 18th _
century port town that was beginning to be discovered
as a summer reso rt after the Civil War.
Siter was
trained and worke d in the o ffices of two rather
conservative Bost on architec ts dur ing the 1870s and
early '80s. More important , perhaps, from the evi dence
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of the majority of his known Cincinnati w?rk~ was,the
influence on siter of Richardson ' s own bUlldlngs In the
Boston area. As a young man, he may have had
opportunities to observe the lengthy construction
process of Richardson's first major work, Trinity
(Episcopal) Church of 1872 to 1876 on Copley Square at
the edge of the newly developed Back Bay area of
Boston. Richardson's other works in Boston itself were
largely commercial, but there were many churches,
libraries, railroad stations, and residences in his
evolving personal style within the Boston area, all of
which Siter probably knew from personal observation, as
well as from their publication both during Richardson's
life and particularly after his premature death in
1886. Siter moved to Cincinnati in 1884, in time to
observe the competition for and construction of
Richardson's Chamber of Commerce Building.
Siter set
up his own very successful practice here after a year
i n the office of Edwin Anderson (Hannaford's first
partner).
Siter served as the Board of Education's
official architect from about 1890 to 1899. He died in
1913, here in Cincinnati, although he had moved back to
Boston at the turn of the last century.
When Hannaford says in 1902 that the 1880s and
'90s schools "may be complained of as rather
monotonous, but this is the almost inevitable result of
one - man effort," it is clear he had Siter in mind.
Ironically, again, it is the very aspects of Siter's
school buildings we most admire, and that fitted them
for their conspicuous and effective role as community
or neighborhood centers, that Hannaford attacks in his
back-handed manner . To the aging architect, the
Richardsonian influence "is plainly discernible in the
high, steep - pitch [pyramid] roof; the constant
repetition of circular towers, in place and out of
place; the almost constant use of circularhead [i.e.,
round arched] windows; and the heavy, deeply -recessed,
arched doorways, as well as in the use of the peculiar
carvings introduced, wherein the surface is crowded to
the utmost with heavy interlacing [Byzantine-inspired]
foliage; nearly always lacking in refinement and often
semi-barbarous"!
Thi8 point of view reflects not only the early
20 th -century reaction to the previous generation, but
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also represen ts ob i
s " so r grape s" on Hannaford's
part, and goes co p _e - e y counter to current expert
architectural historica opinion:
to us, the work and
influence of Richards on represent one of the first
major achievements of distinct ively American
architecture, imitated in Europe as well as throughout
the United States until the turn of the last century.
As a matter of fact, probably the last example of
Richardsonian survival, as opposed to the revival of
his influence in the last few decades, was the Alms
Wing added to the Cincinnati Art Museum in the 1930s in
an effort to comple te McLaughlin's original design for
the museum building begun half a cenLuLY earlier!
Moreover, Richardson , with his emphasis on large,
generous, flowing architectural forms and rich surface
textures, and dark but glowing interiors, has also been
seen since the 1920s as proto-Modernist, through his
undoubted influence on Louis Sullivan and, through him,
to Frank Lloyd Wright . Ironically, one of the
Hannaford firm's chief works is that splendid
Richardsonian "cl one ," the Cincinnati City Hall!
Yet
he concludes his essay attacking the Richardsonian
schools, "Of all well-defined styles of architecture,
or their variants, there is not one so ill - adapted to
the demands of school architecture as the one under
consideration, and it is only by doing violence to the
very instincts of the style that it can in any way be
reconciled or adapted to school-house purposes."
In fact, the Richardsonian vast pyramidal roofs
served, not only to proclaim the schools' role as
highly visible landmarks in their neighborhoods, but
probably also to provide a form of insulation in the
days before air-conditioning, as did the strips of
arched windows, and the thick masonry walls. Along
with the bold roofs, the generously curved towers
contribute to the grandiose scale of the buildings, and
perhaps provided appealing interior spaces for
classrooms.
The admittedly rather cavelike entrances
could also be perceived as warm and welcoming, and the
rich low-relief sculptural decorations, often with
thei~ dates ~nd lists of th~ members of the building
comm1ttees (If not the arch1te ct!) , reinforced the
system's pride.
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Perhaps the finest and most dramatic of Siter's
Cincinnati schools was the "Columbian" School built in
1893 to 1897 in South Avondale, at Harvey Avenue and
School Street; later Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive;
it was demolished in 1993 after decades-long attempts
to find an adaptive reuse. Named for its construction
during the World's Columbian Exposition in ch~cago i~
1893, the original Columbian School had especlally flne
massing and continuous Richardsonian surfaces.
According to Shotwell, the columbian School was
"Exhibited at [the] Paris Exposition, 1900, as a Modern
School Building." Perhaps this recognition of Siter's
concept was the last straw for Hannaford, writing only
two years later!
Ironically, Siter seems to have been
the Board of Education's official architect during the
very period the city was most dominated by George
("Boss") Cox, whom it is reasonable to associate with
the Hannaford firm, as they designed, not only the City
Hall that seems to represent Cox's municipal triumph,
but also the Boss' own circa 1895 Chateauesque
residence at Brookline and Jefferson Avenues in
Clifton. Nevertheless, throughout the decade of 1900
to 1910, other architects began to break down the
hegemony of "one-man" school-design control, probably
as the hold of Boss Cox and his cohorts was loosened by
the inclusion of three "at large" members of the school
board after 1904, as part of a campaign to retorm the
school system.
After promoting the first generation of early
schools in reaction to Siter's Late
Victorian Richardsonian Romanesque buildings, the aging
Hannaford concludes his essay on "School Architecture"
with a final intriguing claim:
"Plans have been made
for several portable school buildings, designed to
relieve our crowded districts. These portable
structures are sealed and varnish-finished throughout,
and may be given a trial."
I cannot resist pointing
out that, whether or not these innovative structures
were utilized a century ago, at this very minute,
portable and temporary pneumatic "tents" are being
erected on the University of Cincinnati campus to house
student facilities while Tangeman Student Center is
being eviscerated for a new "Main Street" system
through the center of campus.
20 th -century
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[CODA]

So who was liThe Grandson of Anna Katharina
Iuppenlatz," whose name I gave this paper when the
clerk contacted me some months ago? Well, her grandson
was illY local architectural hero - and 1857 member of
the Literary Club - James W. McLaughlin, who, as it
turned out, has barely figured in this paper except as
the antithesis, if not adversary, of Samuel Hannaford who was not, I am glad to say, a member of our
distinguished inst itution! At a later time I hope to
present a paper on McLaughlin's life and career to this
venerable body, but for now I may as well confess the
reason for today's tantalizing title - and also the
"severed hand I promised you at the beginning of this
paper:
all that's left here of the paper I originally
planned.
ll

McLaughlin's family was notoriously proud of its
Scotch-Irish heritage and many, although by no means
all, of his clientele were members of the Establishment
we used to be allowed to call WASP.
In fact, his wife
is said to have remained behind in Cincinnati when
McLaughlin moved to New Jersey after the turn of the
last century, specifically to continue to compile her
and her husband's family genealogy.
Therefore it ic
not surprising that I have found only one reference to
the architect's German forebears.
Predictably, it
appears in a bi ographic al sketch in a German-language
volume called Cincinnati und sein Deutschtum, which I
suppose could be translated as IICincinnati and Its
Germaneness (or Germanhood) 11; this rare and fascinating
book was published anonymously by the Queen City
Publishing Compa ny in 1901 . Remarkably, it includes
notices of severa l prominent Cincinnati German-American
women, and, inappropria tely, one of the ubiquitous
Samuel Hannaford, who ha d no claim to IIGermaneness" at
all.
But the biograp hic al notice of McLaughlin's
background lets the cat out of his bag!
This source
alone states tha t ( in my own, very approximate
translation), IIHe was Sco tch-Irish on his father's
side, but on his mother's side flowed German blood, for
his [maternal] gra ndmother was Anna Katharina
Iuppenlatz, who was born Althier in Wittgenstein,
Hesse, and brought to America in the early 19 th
centuLY·" Thus was James W. McLaughlin legitimized for
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Cincinnati' s Ge rman-Amer i can commun i t y , even if h e

never had the opportunity to design a Cincinna t i public
school!
Thank y ou.
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